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Tailor	the	treatment.		
	
	

Harness	the	power	of		
social	informaHon.	

	
	

Incorporate	the	potenHal		
for	indirect	effects.	



Experiments	as	the	“Gold	Standard”	



1. Dis8nguishing	between	homophily	
and	social	influence	

2. Iden8fying	very	small	treatment	
effects	

3. Establishing	causality	for	long-
standing	observa8onal	correla8ons	

4. Capitalizing	on	network	structure	
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A 61-million-person experiment in social influence
and political mobilization
Robert M. Bond1, Christopher J. Fariss1, Jason J. Jones2, Adam D. I. Kramer3, Cameron Marlow3, Jaime E. Settle1

& James H. Fowler1,4

Human behaviour is thought to spread through face-to-face social
networks, but it is difficult to identify social influence effects in
observational studies9–13, and it is unknown whether online social
networks operate in the same way14–19. Here we report results from
a randomized controlled trial of political mobilization messages
delivered to 61 million Facebook users during the 2010 US con-
gressional elections. The results show that the messages directly
influenced political self-expression, information seeking and real-
world voting behaviour of millions of people. Furthermore, the
messages not only influenced the users who received them but also
the users’ friends, and friends of friends. The effect of social trans-
mission on real-world voting was greater than the direct effect of
the messages themselves, and nearly all the transmission occurred
between ‘close friends’ who were more likely to have a face-to-face
relationship. These results suggest that strong ties are instrumental
for spreading both online and real-world behaviour in human
social networks.

Recent experimental studies6,14–16 have attempted to measure the
causal effect of social influence online. At the same time, there is
increasing interest in the ability to use online social networks to study
and influence real-world behaviour17–19. However, online social networks
are also made up of many ‘weak-tie’ relationships20 that may not
facilitate social influence21, and some studies suggest that online
communication may not be an effective medium for influence22. An
open question is whether online networks, which harness social
information from face-to-face networks, can be used effectively to
increase the likelihood of behaviour change and social contagion.

One behaviour that has been proposed to spread through networks
is the act of voting in national elections. Voter turnout is significantly
correlated among friends, family members and co-workers in obser-
vational studies23,24. Voter mobilization efforts are effective at increas-
ing turnout25, particularly those conducted face-to-face and those that
appeal to social pressure26 and social identity27. There is also evidence
from one face-to-face field experiment that voting is ‘contagious’, in
the sense that mobilization can spread from person to person within
two-person households28. Although anecdotal accounts suggest that
online mobilization has made a big difference in recent elections21, a
meta-analysis of email experiments suggests that online appeals to vote
are ineffective24.

Voter mobilization experiments26–28 have shown that most methods
of contacting potential voters have small effects (if any) on turnout
rates, ranging from 1% to 10%. However, the ability to reach large
populations online means that even small effects could yield behaviour
changes for millions of people. Furthermore, as many elections are
competitive, these changes could affect electoral outcomes. For
example, in the 2000 US presidential election, George Bush beat Al
Gore in Florida by 537 votes (less than 0.01% of votes cast in Florida).
Had Gore won Florida, he would have won the election.

To test the hypothesis that political behaviour can spread through
an online social network, we conducted a randomized controlled trial

with all users of at least 18 years of age in the United States who
accessed the Facebook website on 2 November 2010, the day of the
US congressional elections. Users were randomly assigned to a ‘social
message’ group, an ‘informational message’ group or a control group.
The social message group (n 5 60,055,176) was shown a statement at
the top of their ‘News Feed’. This message encouraged the user to vote,
provided a link to find local polling places, showed a clickable button
reading ‘I Voted’, showed a counter indicating how many other
Facebook users had previously reported voting, and displayed up to
six small randomly selected ‘profile pictures’ of the user’s Facebook
friends who had already clicked the I Voted button (Fig. 1). The
informational message group (n 5 611,044) was shown the message,
poll information, counter and button, but they were not shown any
faces of friends. The control group (n 5 613,096) did not receive any
message at the top of their News Feed.

The design of the experiment allowed us to assess the impact that the
treatments had on three user actions; clicking the I Voted button,
clicking the polling-place link and voting in the election. Clicking
the I Voted button is similar to traditional measures of self-reported
voting, but here users reported their vote to their social community
rather than to a researcher. We therefore use this action to measure
political self-expression, as it is likely to be affected by the extent to
which a user desires to be seen as a voter by others. In contrast, social
desirability should not affect other user actions in the same way.
Clicking the polling-place link took users to a separate website that
helped them to find a polling location, and this action was not reported
to the user’s social community. We therefore use this action to measure
a user’s desire to seek information about the election. Finally, we used
a group-level process to study the validated voting behaviour of
6.3 million users matched to publicly available voter records (see
Supplementary Information).

We first analyse direct effects. We cannot compare the treatment
groups with the control group to assess the effect of the treatment on
self-expression and information seeking, because the control group did
not have the option to click an I Voted button or click on a polling-
place link. However, we can compare the proportion of users between
the two treatment groups to estimate the causal effect of seeing the
faces of friends who have identified themselves as voters (Fig. 1). Users
who received the social message were 2.08% (s.e.m., 0.05%; t-test,
P , 0.01) more likely to click on the I Voted button than those who
received the informational message (20.04% in the social message
group versus 17.96% in the informational message group). Users
who received the social message were also 0.26% (s.e.m., 0.02%;
P , 0.01) more likely to click the polling-place information link than
users who received the informational message (Fig. 1).

Although acts of political self-expression and information seeking
are important in their own right, they do not necessarily guarantee that
a particular user will actually vote. As such, we also measured the effect
that the experimental treatment had on validated voting, through
examination of public voting records. The results show that users
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h=ps://research.facebook.com/datascience	



h=ps://www.facebook.com/data	



Data	Access	
•  Internship,	job	or	collabora8on	with	a	social	
media	site	

•  Alternate	Approaches	
–  Crea8ng	an	applica8on	(API)	that	is	built	on	top	of	a	
social	media	site	

–  Crea8ng	a	social	network	site	
•  Sophis8cated	Skillset	Required	

–  Programming	skills	
–  Sta8s8cal	skills	
– High	performance	compu8ng	clusters	

•  Crea8vity	and	Time	
–  Crea8ng	Facebook	pages	or	groups	
–  Involving	confederates	



Research	Design	Considera8ons	

•  What	do	you	randomize?	
•  SUTVA	

•  Bowers	et	al.	2013	
•  Coppock	2014	
•  Coppock,	Guess	and	Ternovski	2016	

•  Modeling	assump8ons	
•  “Intent	to	Treat”	effects	
•  Treatment	assignment	
•  Treatment	mechanism	
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transparency.	
reproducibility.	
replicability.	



MATCHING	
Alternate	Approach	#1	





Research	Design	

1.	Define	compe88on	(independent	variable)	at	the	state	
level:	“Baaleground	Status”	in	the	2008	Presiden8al	
Elec8on	

	
	
	
	
	
	

	

	

Ba=leground	(Treatment)	 Blackout	(Control)	

Campaign	Expenditures,	Adver8sing,	
Mobiliza8on	

Ignored	by	campaigns	

Florida,	Ohio,	Indiana,	Missouri,	and	
Virginia	

California,	Kentucky,	Louisiana,	
Massachuseas,	and	Oregon	
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2.	Select	a	random	sample	of	200,000	users	from	each	
of	these	10	states.		



3.	Use	an	exact	matching	process	to	balance	the	sample	on:	
–  Age	
–  Gender		
–  Educa8on	level		
–  Number	of	friends	
–  Number	of	status	messages	posted	before	August	25,	2008	

Goal	is	to	use	nonparametric	methods	to	avoid	the	
assump3ons	imposed	on	data	in	a	regression	
framework	
	

4.	Collect	and	code	all	status	messages	posted	between	
January	1,	2008,	and	January	31,	2009	

	
5.	Test	for	differences	in	the	propor8on	of	users	in	the	

treatment	and	control	groups	that:		
–  Post	a	poli8cal	status	message	
–  Post	an	emo8onal	poli8cal	status	message	
–  Clicked	“I	Voted”	buaon	on	elec8on	day	



Ba=leground	 Blackout	 Difference	

Male	 0.4534	 0.4534	 0.0000	

Age	 28.4306	 28.4306	 0.0000	

College	 0.5156	 0.5165	 0.0000	

Friends	 164.1713	 163.8211	 0.3502	

Friends	(decile)	 5.6072	 5.6072	 0.0000	

Status	Message	Count	 28.7810	 28.8583	 -0.0784	

Status	Message	Count	(decile)	 3.1801	 3.1801	 0.0000	

N	 952,923	 949,124	

75.5%	of	users	post	at	least	one	status	message	

Balanced	Sample		
that	Posts:	

1,439,780	users	

Balanced	Sample:	1,902,047	users	





FRONT-END	PLATFORM	ONLY	
Alternate	Approach	#2	





TESTING	MICROLEVEL	PROCESSES	
Alternate	Approach	#3	





Privacy	concerns.	
PerpetuaHng	inequality	in	academia.	

Unintended	consequences	of	backlash?	
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Contact	me!	
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